
SPRING 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze frame pro� les complement both contemporary 

architecture and traditional historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency – including 

advanced thermal, hurricane/impact, and � re-rated enhancements. Hope’s custom windows and doors are built 

to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.     HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

ARCHITECT: Schwartz/Silver Architects
GRABLE VISITOR CENTER AT THE FRICK PITTSBURGH

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows



ARA23 SPRING 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s �nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re�ne the art that makes them the most sought-after and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro�les replicate the traditional aesthetic of historic 

buildings while providing modern performance and ef�ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to last a 

lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.                  HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows
ARCHITECT: Richard Williams Architects

PHOTOGRAPHER: Tom Arban Photography



ARA24 FALL 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of historic 

buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to last a 

lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.                  HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows
ARCHITECT: M. Charles Bernstein Architects

PHOTOGRAPHER: Adrian Velicescu



JAN/FEB 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: 5000 Series steel windows and doors

ARCHITECT: Abramson Teiger Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



MARCH/APRIL 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s �nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re�ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro�les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef�ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel windows and doors with 

Thermal Evolution™ technology

ARCHITECT: Northworks Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Richard Powers | Powershot



JULY/AUGUST 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s �nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re�ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro�les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef�ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel door and windows

ARCHITECT: Richard Williams Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Tom Arban Photography, Inc.



IBS SHOW EDITION
JAN/FEB 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze frame pro� les complement both contemporary 

architecture and traditional historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency – including 

advanced thermal, hurricane/impact, and � re-rated enhancements. Hope’s custom windows and doors are built 

to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.     HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel doors and windows
PHOTOGRAPHER: Pete Albert Photography

ARCHITECT: Kimmel Studio Architects
CUSTOM BUILDER: Lynbrook of Annapolis, Inc.



MARCH-APRIL 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze frame pro� les complement both contemporary 

architecture and traditional historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency – including 

advanced thermal, hurricane/impact, and � re-rated enhancements. Hope’s custom windows and doors are built 

to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.     HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HURRICANE IMPACT-RATED PRODUCTS SHOWN:
Landmark175™ Series steel windows and 5000 Series™ steel doors

ARCHITECT: Mark P. Finlay Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



LIFESTYLE
OIL NUT BAY EDITION

+ EDITORIAL

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze Jamestown175™ Series custom 
hurricane-rated bronze windows and doors with vertigris patina � nish

ARCHITECT: Bender & Associates Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



LIFESTYLE
OIL NUT BAY EDITION

2-PAGE SPREAD
BACK COVER

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, 

and we continue to re� ne the art that makes them 

the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting 

windows and doors available. Hope’s meets the 

challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed 

hurricane and impact-rated products and unsurpassed 

� nishing solutions to protect your family as well as 

your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are built 

to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of BRONZE

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze Jamestown175™ Series custom 
hurricane rated bronze windows and doors with vertigris patina
ARCHITECT: Bender & Associates Architects PHOTO: IMG_INK

PHOTO: IMG_INK

The World’s Finest Steel and Bronze Windows and Doors Since 1912

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com



ELEVATED ART
HARDCOVER EDITION

SPRING 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any other material, allowing for 

narrower frames and larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Hochhauser Blatter Associates

PHOTOGRAPHER: Patrick W. Price



ELEVATED ART
HARDCOVER EDITION

SPRING 2022
2-PAGE SPREAD
BACK COVER

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Hochhauser Blatter Associates
PHOTOGRAPHER: Patrick W. Price

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, 

and we continue to re� ne the art that makes them 

the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting 

windows and doors available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled 

steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any 

other material, allowing for narrower frames and 

larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight 

to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

PHOTO: Patrick W. Price

The World’s Finest Steel and Bronze Windows and Doors Since 1912

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com



SPRING 2022
+ EDITORIAL

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series custom steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: EBTA Architects

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



SPRING 2022
2-PAGE SPREAD
FRONT COVER

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, 

and we continue to re� ne the art that makes them 

the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting 

windows and doors available. Hope’s meets the 

challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed 

hurricane and impact-rated products and unsurpassed 

� nishing solutions to protect your family as well as 

your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are built 

to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series custom steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: EBTA Architects PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



LIFESTYLE
MEN’S LIFESTYLE

SPRING 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel windows and doors 
with Thermal Evolution™ technology

ARCHITECT: Donald Lococo Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Anice Hoachlander, Hoachlander Davis Photo



LIFESTYLE
MEN’S LIFESTYLE

SPRING 2022

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel windows and doors 
with Thermal Evolution™ technology
ARCHITECT: Donald Lococo Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Anice Hoachlander, Hoachlander Davis Photo

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most 

sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows 

and doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel 

and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional 

aesthetic of historic buildings while providing modern 

performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their 

beauty and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

2-PAGE SPREAD

The World’s Finest Steel and Bronze Windows and Doors Since 1912

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

PHOTOGRAPHER: Anice Hoachlander, Hoachlander Davis Photo



LIFESTYLE
OIL NUT BAY EDITION

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Hurricane/impact resistant 5000 Series™

lift-and-slide steel pocket doors
ARCHITECT: Roy & Posey Architecture

PHOTOGRAPHER: Owen McGoldrick Photography



LIFESTYLE
OIL NUT BAY EDITION2-PAGE SPREAD

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Hurricane/impact resistant 5000 Series™ lift-and-slide steel 
pocket doors; and Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and swing doors
ARCHITECT: Roy & Posey Architecture
PHOTOGRAPHER: Owen McGoldrick Photography

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted 

the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and 

doors, and we continue to re� ne the art that makes 

them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest 

lasting windows and doors available. Hope’s meets 

the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed 

hurricane and impact-rated products and unsurpassed 

� nishing solutions to protect your family as well as 

your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are built 

to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL



HARDCOVER EDITION
SUMMER 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any other material, allowing for 

narrower frames and larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze™ Jamestown175™ Series bronze windows and door
ARCHITECT: Arch/Image 2

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



HARDCOVER EDITION
SUMMER 2022

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze™ Jamestown175™ Series bronze windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Arch/Image 2
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, 

and we continue to re� ne the art that makes them 

the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting 

windows and doors available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled 

steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any 

other material, allowing for narrower frames and 

larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight 

to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

2-PAGE SPREAD
BACK COVER

PHOTO: IMG_INK

The World’s Finest Steel and Bronze Windows and Doors Since 1912

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com



SUMMER 2022
+ EDITORIAL

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any other material, allowing for 

narrower frames and larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze Jamestown175™ Series 
solid bronze doors and windows

ARCHITECT: Meyer and Meyer Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Bruce Buck



SUMMER 2022

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze Jamestown175™ Series solid bronze doors and windows
ARCHITECT: Meyer and Meyer Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Bruce Buck

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, 

and we continue to re� ne the art that makes them 

the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting 

windows and doors available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled 

steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any 

other material, allowing for narrower frames and 

larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight 

to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of BRONZE

2-PAGE SPREAD



LIFESTYLE
MEN’S LIFESTYLE

SUMMER 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel windows and doors 
with Thermal Evolution™ technology

ARCHITECT: Mellowes & Paladino Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Trent Bell



LIFESTYLE
MEN’S LIFESTYLE

SUMMER 20222-PAGE SPREAD

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most 

sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows 

and doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel 

and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional 

aesthetic of historic buildings while providing modern 

performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their 

beauty and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel windows and doors 
with Thermal Evolution™ technology
ARCHITECT: Mellowes & Paladino Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Trent Bell



FALL 2022
+ EDITORIAL

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any other material, allowing for 

narrower frames and larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze™ Jamestown175™ Series bronze windows and door
ARCHITECT: Arch/Image 2

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



FALL 2022

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze™ Jamestown175™ Series bronze windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Arch/Image 2
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, 

and we continue to re� ne the art that makes them 

the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting 

windows and doors available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled 

steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any 

other material, allowing for narrower frames and 

larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight 

to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

2-PAGE SPREAD



LIFESTYLE
MEN’S LIFESTYLE

FALL 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel windows
ARCHITECT: Hacin + Associates, Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHER: Bob O’Connor Photography



LIFESTYLE
MEN’S LIFESTYLE

FALL 2022

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series
steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Hacin + Associates, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER: Bob O’Connor Photography

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most 

sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows 

and doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel 

and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional 

aesthetic of historic buildings while providing modern 

performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their 

beauty and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

2-PAGE SPREAD



LUXURY REAL ESTATE
FALL 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any other material, allowing for 

narrower frames and larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series solid steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Richard Williams Architects

PHOTOGRAPHER: Tom Arban Photography



LUXURY REAL ESTATE
FALL 2022

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series solid steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Richard Williams Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: Tom Arban Photography

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, 

and we continue to re� ne the art that makes them 

the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting 

windows and doors available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled 

steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any 

other material, allowing for narrower frames and 

larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight 

to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

2-PAGE SPREAD
BACK COVER

Tom Arban Photography

The World’s Finest Steel and Bronze Windows and Doors Since 1912

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com



HARDCOVER EDITION
WINTER 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any other material, allowing for 

narrower frames and larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRIVATE RESIDENCE, TELLURIDE, CO
PRODUCTS SHOWN: 5000 Series™ steel windows and doors

ARCHITECT: Abramson Teiger Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



HOME & DESIGN
HARDCOVER EDITION

+ LUXURY LIVING
WINTER 2022

PRODUCTS SHOWN: 5000 Series™ steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Abramson Teiger Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, 

and we continue to re� ne the art that makes them 

the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting 

windows and doors available. Hope’s solid hot-rolled 

steel and solid bronze pro� les are stronger than any 

other material, allowing for narrower frames and 

larger sizes which, in turn, allow more natural daylight 

to � ll a room. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty 

and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

2-PAGE SPREAD
BACK COVER



WINTER 2022THE MAGAZINE FOR FINE INTERIOR DESIGN & FURNISHINGS

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.    HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Hurricane/impact resistant 
Jamestown175™ Series steel doors and sidelights

ARCHITECT: Seibert Architects PA
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



SPRING 2022THE MAGAZINE FOR FINE INTERIOR DESIGN & FURNISHINGS

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.    HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Hurricane/impact resistant 
Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors

ARCHITECT: Roy & Posey Architecture
PHOTOGRAPHER: Owen McGoldrick Photography



SUMMER 2022THE MAGAZINE FOR FINE INTERIOR DESIGN & FURNISHINGS

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.    HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Hurricane/impact resistant 
Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors

ARCHITECT: Kukk Architecture and Design
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



FALL 2022THE MAGAZINE FOR FINE INTERIOR DESIGN & FURNISHINGS

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.    HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Hurricane/impact resistant 
Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors

ARCHITECT: Kukk, Selck and Slawson
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



SPRING 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s �nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re�ne the art that makes them the most sought-after and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro�les replicate the traditional aesthetic of historic 

buildings while providing modern performance and ef�ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to last a 

lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.                  HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PROVATE RESIDENCE, LAKE MICHIGAN

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series thermal steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Northworks Architects

PHOTOGRAPHER: Richard Powers 



FALL 2022

PRIVATE RESIDENCE

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Michael Hricak Architects

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of historic 

buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to last a 

lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.                  HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK



FEB/MARCH 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s �nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re�ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi�ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed �nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.   HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRIVATE RESIDENCE, COASTAL SOUTH CAROLINA

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Hurricane/impact resistant Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: American Vernacular

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



APRIL/MAY 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.   HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRIVATE RESIDENCE, FLORIDA’S ATLANTIC COAST

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series hurricane/impact rated steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Roy & Posey Architecture

PHOTO: Owen McGoldrick Photography



AUG/SEP 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.   HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel door and windows
ARCHITECT: M. Charles Bernstein Architects

PHOTOGRAPHER: Adrian Velicescu



OCT/NOV 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s meets the challenges of waterfront properties with certi� ed hurricane and impact-rated products 

and unsurpassed � nishing solutions to protect your family as well as your investment. Hope’s windows and doors are 

built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.   HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series
hurricane/impact resistant steel windows and doors

ARCHITECT: Thomas & Denzinger Architects
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



GUIDEBOOK
SEPTEMBER 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s finest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to refine the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze profiles replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and efficiency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series solid steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: F. Douglas Adams and Associates

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



JANUARY 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations. HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

MEIER HALL, ELMIRA COLLEGE

PRODUCTS SHOWN: University Series™ � xed and casement steel windows
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK

ARCHITECT: Herbert S. Newman and Partners



FEBRUARY 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations. HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

COWLES HALL, ELMIRA COLLEGE

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows with stained glass panels
ARCHITECT: QPK Design

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



PRODUCT SHOWCASE
FEBRUARY 2022

THE WORLD’S FINEST WINDOWS AND DOORS SINCE 1912
Hope’s Windows, Inc. — (716) 665-5124 — HopesWindows.com/OldWorld

Hope’s is pleased to introduce our new fully developed, tested, and 
certi� ed steel window and door product line—Old World Suite™.

The new product, with its incredibly thin arrow-shaped steel frame 
pro� les, represents a return to old world style with the bene� t of over 
100 years of advancements in modern performance.

Old World Suite closely resembles the “three-point casement” product 
offered by Hope’s in the early 1900s. The modern product line was 

developed in response to a 
need for historically accurate, 
high-performance replacement 
steel windows to replicate and 
preserve the visual features of 
historic buildings.

This suite of steel windows and 
doors is unique to the present-
day market. It pays tribute to 
Hope’s century-plus legacy as 
a custom steel fabricator and 
our prominent expertise in 
historic preservation.

Old World Suite’s historically 
accurate pro� les and sightlines 
are ideal restoration projects as 
well as new construction, and 
for both interior and exterior 
applications.

Hope’s Introduces the Old World Suite™



SPRING 2022
SPECIAL DIGITAL EDITION

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations. HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

FERTITTA HALL, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and 5000 Series™ steel doors
ARCHITECT: AC Martin Partners, Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHER: Randy Howard



APRIL 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations. HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

NICHOLAS S. ZEPPOS COLLEGE, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

PRODUCTS SHOWN: University Series™ Series steel windows
ARCHITECT: David M. Schwarz Architects, Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHER: Steve Hall, Hall+Merrick Photographers



MAY 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations. HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

CROW ISLAND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, WINNETKA, ILLINOIS

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows
RENOVATION ARCHITECT: GreenAssociates, Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



JUNE 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after and longest lasting windows and doors 

available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of historic 

buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to last a 

lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations. HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY IF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF CINEMATIC ARTS

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Urban Design Group

PHOTOGRAPHER: John Linden



SHOWCASE OF EXCELLENCE
JUNE 2022

“

Hope’s® Windows, Inc., 
based in Jamestown, NY, is 
the nation’s leading and most 
experienced manufacturer 
of custom designed, solid 
hot-rolled steel and solid 
bronze window and door 
systems. Specializing in 
historic preservation, cultural, 
institutional, and commercial, 
applications, Hope’s help 
architects achieve the most 
technically challenging design 
visions with unlimited shapes 
and sizes. Hope’s advanced 
�nishing system ensures that 
all Hope’s steel windows and 
doors last longer than any 
other available, even under the 
most extreme environmental 
conditions.

Visit HopesWindows.com.

Hope’s handcrafted steel windows and doors were installed in the 
School of Cinematic Arts – a four-acre complex of six buildings at 
the University of Southern California.

When acclaimed �lmmaker George Lucas made his donation–the single largest 
gift in the university’s history–he speci�cally requested the new campus for the 
School of Cinematic Arts re�ect the historic Southern California Mission style 
prevalent in 1929, the year USC adopted �lm studies as part of its curriculum.

“The university is very pleased by the elegant look realized by the quality of 
Hope’s steel windows and doors,” says Carter Moore, an architect with Urban 
Design Group of Dallas, who worked on all three phases of the project and 
served as project manager for the �nal phase. Prior to each construction phase, 
the design team and contractor traveled to Hope’s factories in Jamestown, NY to 
review how Hope’s handcrafts its hot-rolled steel windows and doors.

A high-pro�le project like this, 

which must satisfy some of the most 

creative minds in the world, received 

tremendous attention to detail. 

There’s no doubt we will be using 

Hope’s again in future projects.”
— Carter Moore, Architect

Urban Design Group

In addition to providing an elegant aesthetic, Moore says the durability of the 
Hope’s products enabled the team to achieve another design objective: create 
buildings that would last for generations.

Hope’s Jamestown175™ Series hot-rolled solid steel windows and doors 
were installed in all three phases. The project included about 200 arched and 
rectangular windows. Moore indicated that the design team was impressed with 
the structural strength the thin pro�les can achieve.

The 200,000-square-foot space in the new complex offers courses in traditional 
�lm and television, but also animation, interactive, video games and other 
technologies. The buildings feature high-tech classrooms alongside Tuscany-
inspired belvederes, interior courtyards, tile roofs and wrought iron gates.

SCHOOL OF CINEMATIC ARTS
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

(716) 665-5124



JULY 2022
+ EDITORIAL

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations. HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

NICHOLAS S. ZEPPOS COLLEGE, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

PRODUCTS SHOWN: University Series™ steel windows
ARCHITECT: David M. Schwarz Architects, Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHER: Steve Hall, Hall+Merrick Photographers



AUGUST 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the strongest, most sought-after and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations. HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

MAXWELL DWORKIN LABORATORY, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and 5000 Series™ steel doors
ARCHITECT: Payette Associates, Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



MARCH/APRIL 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows and doors

ARCHITECT: Strahan Associates
PHOTOGRAPHER: Carolina Glass & Mirror



MAY/JUNE 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most 

sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows 

and doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel 

and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional 

aesthetic of historic buildings while providing modern 

performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their 

beauty and performance for generations.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of BRONZE

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Empire Bronze™ Jamestown175™ Series bronze windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Arch/Image 2
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



SEP/OCT 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel windows and doors
ARCHITECT: Jesse Castaneda
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



NOV/DEC 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Landmark175™ Series steel windows
and doors with Thermal Evolution™ technology

ARCHITECT: Hacin + Associates, Inc.
PHOTOGRAPHER: Trent Bell



ANNUAL GUIDEBOOK
JAN/FEB 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

GUASTAVINO’S, NEW YORK CITY

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows
ARCHITECT: Hardy, Holzman Pfeiffer Associates

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



MARCH/APRIL 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

CLIFTON MERRIMAN POST OFFICE BUILDING, CAMBRIDGE, MA
PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows

ARCHITECT: ICON Architecture
PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



HALF PAGE
MAY/JUNE 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the 

world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and 

we continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most 

sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows 

and doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel 

and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional 

aesthetic of historic buildings while providing modern 

performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors 

are built to last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their 

beauty and performance for generations. 

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

HopesWindows.com

THE STRENGTH, 
VERSATILITY, &

ARTISTRY of STEEL

PRODUCTS: Landmark Suite™ thermal steel windows and doors

ARCHITECT: Mellowes & Paladino Architects PHOTO: Trent Bell



JULY/AUGUST 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

BRIDGEMARKET, NEW YORK CITY

PRODUCTS SHOWN: Jamestown175™ Series steel windows
ARCHITECT: Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates

PHOTOGRAPHER: IMG_INK



SEP/OCT 2022

For more than a century, Hope’s has handcrafted the world’s � nest steel and bronze windows and doors, and we 

continue to re� ne the art that makes them the most sought-after, luxurious, and longest lasting windows and 

doors available. Hope’s exclusive hot-rolled steel and solid bronze pro� les replicate the traditional aesthetic of 

historic buildings while providing modern performance and ef� ciency. Hope’s windows and doors are built to 

last a lifetime and beyond – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.      HopesWindows.com

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.  —  EST. 1912  —  JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

NICHOLAS S. ZEPPOS COLLEGE, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

PRODUCTS SHOWN: University Series™ steel windows
ARCHITECT: David M. Schwarz Architects, Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHER: Steve Hall, Hall+Merrick Photographers



JAN/FEB 2022

THE WORLD’S FINEST 
WINDOWS AND DOORS 

SINCE 1912

See our full page ad
on page X.

Photo: IMG_INK

MAR/APR 2022

THE WORLD’S FINEST 
WINDOWS AND DOORS 

SINCE 1912

See our full page ad
on page X.

Photo: IMG_INK

JULY/AUG 2022

THE WORLD’S FINEST 
WINDOWS AND DOORS 

SINCE 1912

See our full page ad
on page X.

Photo: IMG_INK

SEP/OCT 2022

THE WORLD’S FINEST 
WINDOWS AND DOORS 

SINCE 1912

See our full page ad
on page X.

Hall+Merrick Photographers



JAN/FEB 2022

100+ YEARS STRONG IN WINDOW SECURITY, SAFETY, 
AND SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

(716) 665-5124
sales@hopeswindows.com
www.HopesCorrectional.com

Shown: HOPE’S STB30 Thermally broken
 steel fixed security window

Meeting and exceeding both meticulous, independent testing and customer expectations begins 
with Hope’s 100+ years of experience and expertise. Depend on Hope’s for strong, durable, 
and rigorously tested steel security windows.

Hope’s secure window systems are fully customizable for all 
safety, function, performance, and security requirements
for correctional and behavioral health facilities.

» Maximum security and non-secure options

» Energy efficient and thermally enhanced

» Superior strength and weather tightness

» Integrated tool resistant steel

» Full-depth welded corner construction

» Low maintenance

» Extremely long life cycle

» Fixed, operable, and skylight configurations 
meet daylighting and ventilation needs

» Steel, Stainless Steel, and hybrid 
Steel + Aluminum material options

HOPE’S THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
-  Tool Resistance, ASTM A627

-  Air Infiltration, ASTM E283

-  Water Penetration, ASTM E331

-  Structural Loading, ASTM E330

-  Detention Impact Resistance, ASTM F1592

-  Thermal Resistance, ASTM C236

-  Thermal Resistance, AAMA 1503

-  Hurricane Resistance, TAS 201, 202, 203

 Maximum
SECURITY LEVELS Medium
 Minimum



MAR/APR 2022

100+ YEARS STRONG IN WINDOW SECURITY, SAFETY, 
AND SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

(716) 665-5124
sales@hopeswindows.com
www.HopesCorrectional.com

 Maximum
SECURITY LEVELS Medium
 Minimum

Meeting and exceeding both meticulous, independent testing and customer expectations begins 
with Hope’s 100+ years of experience and expertise. Depend on Hope’s for strong, durable, 
and rigorously tested steel security windows.

HOPE’S THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
 -  Tool Resistance, ASTM A627

 -  Air Infiltration, ASTM E283

 -  Water Penetration, ASTM E331

 -  Structural Loading, ASTM E330

 -  Detention Impact Resistance, ASTM F1592

 -  Thermal Resistance, ASTM C236

 -  Thermal Resistance, AAMA 1503

 -  Hurricane Resistance, TAS 201, 202, 203

Hope’s secure window systems are fully customizable for all 
safety, function, performance, and security requirements
for correctional and behavioral health facilities.

» Maximum security and non-secure options

» Energy efficient and thermally enhanced

» Superior strength and weather tightness

» Integrated tool resistant steel

» Full-depth welded corner construction

» Low maintenance

» Extremely long life cycle

» Fixed, operable, and skylight configurations 
meet daylighting and ventilation needs

» Steel, Stainless Steel, and hybrid 
Steel + Aluminum material options

Shown: HOPE’S S41 Steel swing-in hopper guard frame 
 security window with surrounding U-channel connection



JULY/AUG 2022

100+ YEARS STRONG IN WINDOW SECURITY, SAFETY, 
AND SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

(716) 665-5124
sales@hopeswindows.com
www.HopesCorrectional.com

 Maximum
SECURITY LEVELS Medium
 Minimum

Meeting and exceeding both meticulous, independent testing and customer expectations begins 
with Hope’s 100+ years of experience and expertise. Depend on Hope’s for strong, durable, 
and rigorously tested steel security windows.

HOPE’S THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
 -  Tool Resistance, ASTM A627

 -  Air Infiltration, ASTM E283

 -  Water Penetration, ASTM E331

 -  Structural Loading, ASTM E330

 -  Detention Impact Resistance, ASTM F1592

 -  Thermal Resistance, ASTM C236

 -  Thermal Resistance, AAMA 1503

 -  Hurricane Resistance, TAS 201, 202, 203

Hope’s secure window systems are fully customizable for all 
safety, function, performance, and security requirements
for correctional and behavioral health facilities.

» Maximum security and non-secure options

» Energy efficient and thermally enhanced

» Superior strength and weather tightness

» Integrated tool resistant steel

» Full-depth welded corner construction

» Low maintenance

» Extremely long life cycle

» Fixed, operable, and skylight configurations 
meet daylighting and ventilation needs

» Steel, Stainless Steel, and hybrid 
Steel + Aluminum material options

Shown: HOPE’S S51 Steel air-vented security window



SEPT/OCT 2022

100+ YEARS STRONG IN WINDOW SECURITY, SAFETY, 
AND SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

(716) 665-5124
sales@hopeswindows.com
www.HopesCorrectional.com

 Maximum
SECURITY LEVELS Medium
 Minimum

Meeting and exceeding both meticulous, independent testing and customer expectations begins 
with Hope’s 100+ years of experience and expertise. Depend on Hope’s for strong, durable, 
and rigorously tested steel security windows.

HOPE’S THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
 -  Tool Resistance, ASTM A627

 -  Air Infiltration, ASTM E283

 -  Water Penetration, ASTM E331

 -  Structural Loading, ASTM E330

 -  Detention Impact Resistance, ASTM F1592

 -  Thermal Resistance, ASTM C236

 -  Thermal Resistance, AAMA 1503

 -  Hurricane Resistance, TAS 201, 202, 203

Shown: HOPE’S STB10 Thermally broken
 steel awning security window

Hope’s secure window systems are fully customizable for all 
safety, function, performance, and security requirements
for correctional and behavioral health facilities.

» Maximum security and non-secure options

» Energy efficient and thermally enhanced

» Superior strength and weather tightness

» Integrated tool resistant steel

» Full-depth welded corner construction

» Low maintenance

» Extremely long life cycle

» Fixed, operable, and skylight configurations 
meet daylighting and ventilation needs

» Steel, Stainless Steel, and hybrid 
Steel + Aluminum material options



NOV/DEC 2022

100+ YEARS STRONG IN WINDOW SECURITY, SAFETY, 
AND SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

(716) 665-5124
sales@hopeswindows.com
www.HopesCorrectional.com

 Maximum
SECURITY LEVELS Medium
 Minimum

Meeting and exceeding both meticulous, independent testing and customer expectations begins 
with Hope’s 100+ years of experience and expertise. Depend on Hope’s for strong, durable, 
and rigorously tested steel security windows.

HOPE’S THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
 -  Tool Resistance, ASTM A627

 -  Air Infiltration, ASTM E283

 -  Water Penetration, ASTM E331

 -  Structural Loading, ASTM E330

 -  Detention Impact Resistance, ASTM F1592

 -  Thermal Resistance, ASTM C236

 -  Thermal Resistance, AAMA 1503

 -  Hurricane Resistance, TAS 201, 202, 203

Shown: HOPE’S STB20 Thermally broken side hung 
 steel security window

Hope’s secure window systems are fully customizable for all 
safety, function, performance, and security requirements
for correctional and behavioral health facilities.

» Maximum security and non-secure options

» Energy efficient and thermally enhanced

» Superior strength and weather tightness

» Integrated tool resistant steel

» Full-depth welded corner construction

» Low maintenance

» Extremely long life cycle

» Fixed, operable, and skylight configurations 
meet daylighting and ventilation needs

» Steel, Stainless Steel, and hybrid 
Steel + Aluminum material options




